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Reduce Duct System Leakage by up to 15%!

STOP 
THE 

LEAKS Gaps between the sheet metal register can 
and drywall are a common cause of duct leakage

Without Zulu Mat™ Register Seal installed

With Zulu Mat™ Register Seal installed

Zulu Mat™ 
Register Seal

Installed Between Air Register & Wall, 
Zulu Mat Stops Leakage!

Installing Zulu Mat™ Improves:

§ Energy Savings

§ Indoor Air Quality

§ Humidity Control

§ Odor Control



The Problem
Air leakage between drywall and ductwork

 § There is a gap between the ductwork supply can and  
drywall (see picture on left), where conditioned air leaks  
into attics, walls, or basesments. Basically, you are paying  
to heat or cool spaces that don’t need to be conditioned.

 § As much as 15% of the air that should be heating  
or cooling your home can leak into what should  
be ‘unconditioned’ spaces.

 § If registers / vents are ‘closed off’, then even more  
air is being leaked into those unconditioned spaces.

 § When the air conditioning or heating system is turned off, 
dirty - and unconditioned - air leaks into the living  
spaces through this same gap (see illustration). 

 § In areas with high humidity, humid air can  
leak into the conditioned (dryer) living space,  
causing mold around the air register.

Without Zulu Mat™ Register Seal installed

WhaT Zulu maT Does
A Qualified Zulu Mat Dealer will Measure  
the Register Sizes in Your Home, and Install  
Zulu Mats to Seal the Gap.

 § Made of a pliable, cross linked polyethylene foam,  
Zulu Mat is installed between the air register and wall,  
and seals the gap (see illustration).

 § Zulu Mat is a permanent solution to this all too common 
leakage problem - the air register can be removed 
and replaced for painting or duct cleaning,  
while still maintaining an air tight seal!

energy savings!
Zulu Mat will reduce your energy bills by stopping  
the leakage of costly conditioned air into spaces  
that don’t need to be conditioned.

Improve Indoor air Quality!
By preventing dirty, humid, unconditioned air from leaking 
into the living space, Zulu Mat improves indoor air quality, 
and prevents unsightly dirty marks around the air register.

With Zulu Mat™ Register Seal installed
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